The experience of anger during a depressive episode has recently been identified as a poor prognostic indicator of illness course. Given the clinical implications of anger in major depressive disorder (MDD), understanding the mechanisms involved in anger reactivity and persistence is critical for improved intervention. Biological processes involved in emotion regulation during stress, such as respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA), may play a role in maintaining negative moods. Clinically depressed (MDD; n 5 49) and nondepressed (non-MDD; n 5 50) individuals were challenged with a stressful computer task shown to increase anger, while RSA (high frequency range 0.15-0.4 Hz) was collected. RSA predicted future anger, but was unrelated to current anger. That is, across participants, low baseline RSA predicted anger reactivity during the task, and in depressed individuals, those with low RSA during the task had a greater likelihood of anger persistence during a recovery period. These results suggest that low RSA may be a psychophysiological process involved in anger regulation in depression. Low RSA may contribute to sustained illness course by diminishing the repair of angry moods.
The persistence of negative moods, particularly sadness, is often a defining feature of major depressive disorder (MDD) and has been characterized by impaired emotion regulation (Gross & Muñoz, 1995; Kovacs, Joormann, & Gotlib, 2008; Kring & Werner, 2004) . Although persistent sad mood is a hallmark symptom of MDD (American Psychological Association, 2000) , the presence of sustained irritability and anger reactivity has been established as a prominent and persistent feature of the disorder. A considerable percentage (e.g., 37-54%) of adults report feeling irritable, angry, or easily annoyed most days of their depressive episode (Benazzi & Akiskal, 2005; Judd, Schettler, Coryell, Akiskal, & Fiedorowicz, 2013; Perlis et al., 2009) .
The definition of irritable and angry, specifically in the depression literature, appears to capture two aspects of anger regulation-anger reactivity, as well as a persistent irritability and anger. The anger/irritability construct has been defined as simply as "feeling irritable more than half the time" (Perlis et al., 2009 ) to more complex presentations based on the DSM-IV-TR criteria including persistent anger and frequent anger outbursts, being easily annoyed/quick to express annoyance, often losing temper, or having an exaggerated sense of frustration to minor situations (Benazzi & Akiskal, 2005; Judd et al., 2013) . While these descriptors do conflate irritability and anger, reducing the distinction between these states, they highlight the idea that anger in depression may be both a stable feature of the disorder as well as a statelike characterization of emotional response (e.g., Ellis, Fischer, & Beevers, 2010; Ellis, Vanderlind, & Beevers, 2013) . The current study aimed to primarily focus on the aspects involved in the latter definition-anger reactivity and subsequent persistence of this anger.
Despite the variations in how anger and irritability have been defined, the presence of anger in MDD has implications for the presentation and course of the illness. Individuals who report high levels of anger and irritability display greater severity of depression symptoms, have higher levels of anxiety and suicidality, and experience a younger age of onset of their depressive episode than those with low anger and irritability (Benazzi & Akiskal, 2005; Perlis et al., 2009) . In a longitudinal study following clinically depressed individuals for an average of 16 years, the presence of anger and irritability at intake, compared to no anger or irritability, predicted greater depression severity over time, longer duration of episodes, increased risk of comorbid substance and anxiety disorders, and reduced overall quality of life (Judd et al., 2013) . Thus, the presence of anger during a major depressive episode confers greater depression severity and poorer symptom course compared to when anger is not present in MDD.
Given these implications, increased understanding of anger dysregulation in depression is warranted. Unfortunately, as described above, the preponderance of work on anger in depression has utilized self-reported levels of chronic irritability (i.e., greater than 50% of the time; Perlis et al., 2009) , anger reactivity (e.g., quick to express annoyance, losing temper, often shouting or throwing things; Judd et al., 2013) , or hostility (Benazzi & Akiskal, 2005) . Although crucial for establishing relationships between selfreported anger and clinical outcomes, these methods provide sparse insight into specific processes that contribute to anger reactivity and persistence in MDD.
Individual differences in the engagement of biological processes involved in emotion regulation, such as respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA), may play a role in anger regulation in depression. RSA has been conceptualized as a physiological marker of emotion reactivity and regulation (Beauchaine, 2001; Beauchaine, Gatzke-Kopp, & Mead, 2007; Kreibig, 2010; Porges, Doussard-Roosevelt, & Maita, 1994) . RSA is the result of fluctuations in vagal efference to the heart and is represented by variations in respiration-linked beat-tobeat intervals in heart rate. During reduced or disrupted vagal functioning, sympathetic activity remains unopposed by the inhibitory effect of the parasympathetic nervous system, reducing effective emotion regulation (Porges, 1995) .
Attenuated baseline RSA is considered to reflect a decreased capacity for affective control, an inflexibility to the environment, and thought to represent a diathesis for psychopathology, such as depression (Beauchaine, 2001; Hinnant & El-Sheikh, 2009; Rottenberg, 2007; Vaccarino et al., 2008) . According to polyvagal theory (Porges, Doussard-Roosevelt, & Maita, 1994) , in addition to resting RSA, vagal activity during stress is also critical for healthy self-regulation. For example, the onset of stress results in increased sympathetic activity, which is then followed by increases in parasympathetic activity (i.e., RSA rebound). This increase in RSA is considered essential for restoring biological homeostasis (Mezzacappa, Kelsey, Katkin, & Sloan, 2001) , and is thus considered a critical aspect of physiological regulation. In MDD, this increase in RSA has been shown to be lacking and may represent poor physiological recovery from stress (Rottenberg, Wilhelm, Gross, & Gotlib, 2005) . Poor physiological recovery, in turn, may then confer difficulty with emotion regulation.
Although robust support has been provided for the role of resting RSA in emotion regulation (Porges, 2007) , research examining RSA during an emotionally evocative event has been equivocal, particularly in relationship to depression and sadness. For instance, greater RSA withdrawal to sad stimuli has been associated with fewer internalizing and externalizing problems (Graziano & Derefinko, 2013) , better regulation of sadness over time (Gentzler, Santucci, Kovacs, & Fox, 2009) , and greater recovery of depression symptoms over 6 months (Rottenberg, Salomon, Gross, & Gotlib, 2005) . Conversely, however, lower baseline RSA and greater RSA withdrawal to emotionally evocative stimuli (e.g., sad films) has also been related to greater depression severity (Fortunato, GatzkeKopp, & Ram, 2013) and more internalizing symptoms (Hinnant & El-Sheikh, 2009 ). While there is considerable variability in the role of RSA in regulating sadness, these results suggest that vagal activity may be involved in impaired regulatory capacity in depression.
Unfortunately, no studies have specifically examined the role of RSA in the experience of anger in major depression. Despite this, evidence from both healthy and clinical populations suggests that low RSA may be associated with anger. For example, healthy individuals with higher resting RSA have been shown to have fewer occurrences of anger episodes during a 28-day ecological momentary assessment (Geisler, Kubiak, Siewert, & Weber, 2013) than those with low resting RSA. Better anger and sadness regulation, following an angry discussion, was also observed in healthy individuals who displayed initial RSA suppression, followed by a strong RSA rebound (Cui et al., 2015) . Additionally, anger provocations have resulted in RSA withdrawal (i.e., reduction from baseline), which persists beyond the duration of the provocation and is sustained throughout a subsequent task (Moore, 2009) . Reduced vagal functioning was also associated with increased anger ruminations following an anger provocation (e.g., receiving an unfair offer; V€ ogele, Sorg, Studtmann, & Weber, 2010) . Finally, in a clinical sample of borderline and socially anxious individuals, as compared to controls, lower RSA was associated with greater emotional reactivity in response to an anger-inducing film (Fitzpatrick & Kuo, 2015) . Although not specific to depression, these findings suggest that anger regulation (i.e., reactivity and recovery) may be associated with low RSA and RSA withdrawal.
To address the gap in the depression literature, the current study sought to examine the role of RSA during a frustrating task (previously shown to induce anger) on anger reactivity and persistence in clinically depressed and nondepressed adults. We have previously published data with this sample demonstrating that depressed individuals show greater anger reactivity, lower skin conductance, and lower distress tolerance in response to a frustrating task than nondepressed individuals (Ellis et al., 2013) . The findings were limited to basic physiological measures (i.e., heart rate, skin conductance, and respiration) and did not include information on anger recovery. Given the paucity of research on RSA and anger in depression, the current investigation sought to expand the findings using alternative analyses to examine RSA and its effect on anger reactivity and persistence in depressed and nondepressed individuals.
We evaluated three alternative hypotheses to clarify the role of RSA in the anger response process, which are not mutually exclusive: (1) RSA is a physiological correlate of concurrent selfreported anger. If this hypothesis is correct, between individuals, baseline RSA should predict baseline anger, task RSA should predict task anger, and recovery RSA should predict recovery anger.
(2) Change in RSA is a physiological correlate of change in selfreported anger. If this hypothesis is correct, then, within individuals, a drop in RSA over time should predict a simultaneous increase in anger, and a rise in RSA over time should predict a simultaneous decrease in anger. (3) Low RSA is a vulnerability biomarker that predicts future reactions to and recovery from stress. If this hypothesis is correct, then prior RSA measurements should predict subsequent anger reaction and recovery (i.e., a time-lagged effect). That is, RSA at baseline should predict anger following the task, and RSA during the task should predict anger following recovery.
Method Participants
Participants (N 5 99) 1 were recruited from the university community based on an initial screen of their current depressive symptoms 1. The total number of subjects reported in Methods represents the number included in the final analyses. Initially, 187 participants came to the laboratory and were administered a diagnostic interview. Of these, 111 participants met inclusion criteria. Due to RSA outliers, one MDD and one non-MDD individual were dropped. In addition, there were eight individuals with poor RSA data (i.e., electrode fell off, problems with software, etc), and two individuals without full POMS data that were not included in the final analyses. These individuals were randomly missing and did not differ in diagnostic status (v 2 5 .40, p 5 .53) or BDI-II total (F 5 1.30, p 5 .26). Thus, the remaining number of participants described throughout the manuscript was N 5 99.
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Those with a score above 10 or below 4 on the BDI-SF prescreen measure were invited to the laboratory. Once they arrived, participants were confirmed as MDD (n 5 49) or non-MDD (n 5 50) through diagnostic interview. MDD participants met diagnostic criteria for a current major depressive episode and had no history of (hypo)mania or psychosis. Non-MDD participants had no current Axis I disorder (e.g., depression, anxiety, substance abuse, psychosis), no history of (hypo)mania or psychosis, and were considered nondysphoric (Dozois, Dobson, & Ahnberg, 1998) as assessed by the Beck Depression Inventory-II (BDI-II < 12), which was administered once in the laboratory. Participant characteristics were obtained using a demographic questionnaire that included information on age, ethnicity, and gender (Table 1) . While many participants were students, the sample was made up of adults ages 18-55.
Materials
Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Diagnoses (SCID). The SCID (First & Gibbon, 2004 ) was used to determine inclusion and exclusion criteria. Diagnosticians were trained with over 30 h of SCID training, involving videos, role-playing, and rating previously recorded interviews. All interviews were audio recorded for reliability. Approximately 50% (24 MDD and 25 non-MDD) of SCID interviews were randomly selected and evaluated for diagnosis by an independent, PhD-level blind rater. Interrater reliability for MDD diagnosis was very good (j 5 .92).
Beck Depression Inventory-Short Form (BDI-SF). The BDI-SF (Beck, Rial, & Rickels, 1974 ) is a shortened version of the BDI with 13 questions and has been shown to have satisfactory reliability in a college sample (a 5 .78; Gould, 1982) . This assessment was used as a first step in recruitment to screen individuals for depression symptom severity. At the request of the Institutional Review Board, the suicidality item of the BDI-SF was omitted.
Beck Depression Inventory-II (BDI-II). The BDI-II (Beck, Steer, Ball, & Ranieri, 1996 ) is a 21-item, self-report questionnaire that assesses symptoms of depression. The BDI-II is one of the most widely used self-report measures of depressive symptomology and has demonstrated adequate internal consistency, test-retest reliability, and construct validity (Dozois et al., 1998) . Internal consistency in the current sample was excellent (a 5 .96).
Profile of Mood States Short Form (POMS-SF). The angerhostility subscale from this measure was utilized for analyses, given previous work demonstrating an increase in anger in depression using this subscale (Ellis et al., 2013) . We excluded the other two subscales of this measure (tension-anxiety and depressiondejection) because previous work by our group has shown that the task (described below) does not elicit changes in sadness or anxiety across depressed and nondepressed individuals (Ellis et al., 2010) . Participants use a 5-point Likert scale to rate the 12 adjectives of this subscale to describe current mood state (e.g., angry, annoyed, furious, resentful). The short-form subscales correlate highly with the original POMS (Curran, Andrykowski, & Studts, 1995) . Internal consistency was excellent at baseline (a 5 .90), posttask (a 5 .92), and recovery (a 5 .92).
Physiological Assessments
RSA. Data were obtained using a Biopac MP 150 system and processed with Acqknowledge v3.9 software (Biopac Systems Inc., Santa Barbara, CA). Following established guidelines (Malik et al., 1996) , electrocardiographic activity (ECG) was recorded with a Biopac ECG100C electrocardiogram amplifier. Ag-AgCl electrodes on the right wrist and left ankle provided ECG activity that was sampled at 1000 Hz, while participants were seated upright and generally still, across a 5-min epoch for baseline and acclimation period and during a task > 5 min. ECG data were band-pass filtered between 0.5 and 35 Hz. A QRS detector using a modified Pan-Tompkins algorithm (Pan & Tompkins, 1985 ) generated a tachogram, which was visually inspected for artifacts. Identified artifacts were corrected by adjusting peak values to within threshold or eliminating them completely. Missed beats were corrected by one of two methods: (1) splitting erroneously long beats into separate RR intervals, or (2) interpolating the missing R waves from the surrounding beats (Bernston et al., 1997). After de-trending, power spectral analysis in the frequency spectrum 0.04 to 0.5 Hz was computed using fast Fourier transform. Total power in the high frequency range (0.15-0.4 Hz) was computed. Given the significant skew of the data, a log transformation was completed. Two outliers ( > 3 standard deviations) were identified and removed. One outlier was MDD and the other outlier was non-MDD. A Shapiro-Wilk test confirmed that the resulting distribution was normalized (W 5 .99, p 5 .43). This report describes the remaining 99 participants.
Anger-Inducing Task
Mirror Tracing Persistence Task-Computerized Version (MTPT-C). The computerized version of the Mirror Tracing Persistence task has been shown to be difficult and frustrating, and depressed individuals respond to the task with enhanced anger reactivity and less task persistence than nondepressed individuals (Ellis et al., 2013) , 2 thus validating its use to induce anger. Mirror tracing tasks have been previously used to increase participants' stress level and pulse rate (Matthews & Stoney, 1988) . 2. The mirror tracing task can be stopped by the participant at any time. Our group has previously published work showing lower distress tolerance in depression, as compared to controls, so information on this finding was not included in the current manuscript (e.g., Ellis et al., 2010 Ellis et al., , 2013 . We did, however, examine the relationship between RSA across the time points and distress tolerance (i.e., the log-transformed time to task termination). There were no relationships between distress tolerance and baseline RSA (r 5 .09, p 5 .52), task RSA (r 5 -.06, p 5 .69), or recovery RSA (r 5 .11, p 5 .46).
The MTPT-C required participants to move a red dot along the lines of different geometric shapes presented on a monitor with a computer mouse. The mouse was programmed to move the red dot in the opposite direction of physical movement of the mouse. Moving the computer mouse down and to the left resulted in the red dot moving up and to the right on the computer screen. In this way, the task simulated tracing an object as it is viewed in a mirror. During the third and most difficult level of the task, participants were given an unlimited amount of time to trace the shape. Mistakes or deviations off of the line resulted in loud buzzing and restarting the level. The task ended when participants chose to press a key on the keyboard, indicating discontinuation.
Procedure. Study procedures were verbally explained, and informed consent was obtained at the beginning of the session. Following diagnostic interview to determine qualification status, participants were seated in a quiet testing room and fitted with the physiological data collection electrodes. They then participated in a 5-min baseline period where they were instructed to relax and to be still while the experimenter prepped the experiment in another room. Following the baseline, participants completed the POMS questionnaire to assess pretask anger (baseline). They were then verbally given task instructions, which were also presented visually in text prior to beginning the mirror tracing task. Following the completion of the MTPT-C, participants immediately completed the POMS to assess for posttask mood (task mood). Finally, participants were told to remain seated while the experimenter excused him/herself into an adjacent room for another 5 min. Instructions were vague so as to not influence how participants were to recover (e.g., relax). After recovery, participants completed the POMS for the final time (recovery mood).
RSA was collected throughout baseline, task completion, and recovery. The primary outcome variables, anger reactivity and anger persistence, were computed using the sum of scores generated from the anger-hostility subscale of the POMS. Further discussion of these outcome variables is below.
Results

Statistical Methods
To aid the interpretation of regression coefficients, continuous covariates derived from RSA measurements were always centered to a mean of 0 and scaled to a standard deviation (SD) of 1, so odds ratios (OR) reported for RSA always corresponded to a 1 SD difference in RSA. Linear and logistic models were always initially fit Figure 1 . A: Distributions of RSA magnitude (spectral power for high-frequency band) for MDD and non-MDD participants across baseline, task, and recovery periods. The intervals of the y axis are drawn to log scale. B: Distributions of POMS anger scores for MDD and non-MDD individuals across task conditions. Note the severe floor effect, especially for non-MDD participants. The large proportion of zero values necessitated that we model anger separately as both a discrete (i.e., on-off) process and a continuous process only for those participants with nonzero anger.
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A.J. Ellis, J. Shumake, and C.G. Beevers with an interactive model (e.g., MDD 1 RSA 1 MDD 3 RSA) model and compared to an additive model (e.g., MDD 1 RSA) using a likelihood ratio test. If the interactive model did not provide a statistically superior fit, then the additive model was used for calculating regression coefficients, odds ratios, and confidence intervals. Data cleaning, modeling, and visualization were performed in RStudio (version 0.99.891) using R (version 3.2.3) with the following packages: haven (Wickham & Miller, 2015) , dplyr (Wickham & Francois, 2014) , tidyr (Wickham, 2016) , ggplot2 (Wickham, 2009) , lme4 (Bates et al., 2015) , and afex (Singmann, Bolker, & Westfall, 2015) .
Effect of MDD and Experimental Condition on RSA
We first evaluated whether RSA was responsive to experimental conditions, which was modeled as a factor variable with three levels (baseline, task, and recovery, with baseline serving as the reference level). We also evaluated whether MDD diagnosis influenced RSA, either alone or in interaction with experimental condition. Linear mixed-effects models with random participant intercepts were followed by likelihood ratio tests to calculate p values for all fixed effects. There was no evidence for a main effect of MDD. v 2 (1) 5 0.22, p 5 .64, or experimental condition, v 2 (2) 5 0.79, p 5 .67, or a Condition * 3 MDD interaction, v 2 (2) 5 0.95, p 5 .62. Figure 1A shows the distributions of RSA for MDD and non-MDD participants across all experimental conditions.
Effect of MDD and RSA on Anger
We tested alternate models to evaluate our three hypotheses regarding the role of RSA in self-reported anger: (1) RSA is a physiological correlate of concurrent self-reported anger, (2) change in RSA is a physiological correlate of change in self-reported anger, and (3) low RSA is a vulnerability biomarker that predicts future reactions to and recovery from stress. Hypothesis 1. Time-varying covariates: RSA as a correlate of concurrent anger (see Table 2 and Figure 2 ).
In this set of models, we test the ability of RSA to predict differences in anger self-report between individuals within each experimental condition. First, however, we had to construct new outcome variables because severe floor effects were present in the POMS anger scores. As the box plots in Figure 1B show, the distributions of these scores were heavily skewed and marked by an abundance of zero values, especially in the control group: 56%, 28%, and 62% of non-MDD participants reported 0 anger at baseline, task, and recovery, respectively, while the corresponding numbers for the MDD participants were 14%, 4%, and 18%. Given that a majority of healthy participants showed no anger and very little variance in anger scores at baseline and recovery, it would not be appropriate to model the raw scores as a continuous outcome measure. A more appropriate approach would be to model the outcome as a twostage process: (1) a discrete process representing the presence versus absence of anger, modeled using logistic regression to discriminate nonzeros from zeros; (2) for those who report anger, a continuous process representing the magnitude of anger, modeled using a separate linear model of the nonzero values.
Baseline RSA and presence of baseline anger. Including an interaction between MDD and baseline, RSA did not significantly improve model fit over an additive model, v 2 (1) 5 1.73, p 5 .19. As presented in Table 2 , participants diagnosed with MDD were nearly eight times more likely to have a nonzero anger score at baseline than healthy participants. Having a lower baseline RSA did not significantly increase the odds of self-reported anger at baseline.
Baseline RSA and magnitude of baseline anger. The interaction between MDD and baseline RSA was not significant, F(1,60) 5 0.7, p 5 .41. For those participants who reported anger at baseline, MDD predicted anger scores that were b 5 3.6 points higher, 95% CI [0.7, 6.4], p 5 .01. An increase in RSA of 1 SD Task RSA and presence of task anger. Including an interaction between MDD and task RSA did not significantly improve model fit over the additive model, v 2 (1) 5 1.06, p 5 .30. Participants diagnosed with MDD were over 10 times more likely than healthy participants to have a nonzero anger score following the task stressor. Having a lower task RSA also significantly increased the odds of concurrent self-reported anger (see Table 2 ). Recovery RSA and presence of recovery anger. Including an interaction between MDD and recovery RSA did not significantly improve upon an additive model, v 2 (1) 5 0.07, p 5 .79. Similar to baseline, participants diagnosed with MDD were about eight times more likely to have a nonzero anger score at recovery than healthy participants, and RSA during recovery appeared unrelated to concurrent self-reported anger (see Table 2 ).
Recovery RSA and magnitude of recovery anger. The interaction between MDD and RSA was not significant, F(1,54) 5 0.03, p 5 .86. For those participants who reported anger following recovery, MDD predicted an anger score that was b 5 3.1 points higher, 95% CI [20.2, 6 .4], but this effect was not significant (p 5 .07). Recovery RSA did not predict the magnitude of recovery anger, b 5 0.6, 95% CI [20.9, 2.2], p 5 .42.
Summary of models of simple covariation across time. In general, between-individual differences in RSA did not appear to correlate with between-individual differences in self-reported anger, with the exception that higher RSAs were associated with the complete absence of anger during the frustrating task. However, Figure 2 . Scatter plots of POMS anger scores (y axis) as a function of concurrent RSA measurements (x axis with log scale) across groups (rows) and experimental condition (columns). The effect of MDD and RSA on anger was modeled in two stages. In the first stage, we predicted the presence versus absence of anger as indicated by red circles and blue squares, respectively. The red and blue rugs at the top and bottom of each panel reiterate and separate the x values (RSA magnitude) by the presence versus absence of anger, respectively. These rugs, as opposed to the scatter plots, should be used for interpreting the effect of RSA in the context of the logistic models reported in Table 2 ; in other words, the y dimension (anger magnitude) is completely irrelevant to these models and is considered separately in the second stage of modeling by fitting a least squares regression to the nonzero anger data only. The regression lines in these plots reflect this second stage and are only fit to the red circles (where there is actual variance in anger magnitude), not the blue squares. This approach treats anger as a two-process phenomenon: (1) a "switch" that "flips" between discrete states of not angry versus angry (e.g., think of the red rug as on and the blue rug as off), and (2) a "knob" that "dials" the magnitude of anger up or down. There is only evidence that RSA is related to concurrent anger as a discrete state: within the non-MDD group and the task condition, note the relative separation of the blue and red rugs, indicating that higher task RSA was associated with the complete absence of anger. None of the regression lines fit to the nonzero anger values were significant, indicating that, within the subsample showing nonzero anger, the magnitude of RSA was not associated with the magnitude of anger. MDD was related to both presence and magnitude of anger as reflected by the greater number of blue squares (zero anger) in the non-MDD panels and larger y values for the red circles in the MDD panels.
RSA was never conclusively associated with the magnitude of selfreported anger, and there was no evidence that it interacted with MDD, which consistently predicted both the presence and magnitude of self-reported anger, as was reported by this group previously ( Ellis et al., 2013) . Important to note, however, is that the very low incidence of zero anger within the MDD group and the low variance in anger scores within the non-MDD group would make it very difficult to observe an interaction effect, should one truly exist.
Hypothesis 2. Simultaneous difference scores: RSA change as a correlate of anger change (Table 3 and Figure 3) .
In this set of models, we test the ability of within-individual differences in RSA to predict within-individual differences in anger self-report between each experimental condition using difference score regressions. This evaluates the effects of the RSA difference score between two experimental conditions on the anger difference score between the same two conditions, i.e., Dy regressed on Dx. Figure 3 shows that the distribution of differences across task conditions was grossly different between groups, with MDD participants showing roughly eight times as much within-subject variance as non-MDD participants, whose fluctuations in self-reported anger were much more restricted. Note that this general lack of task reactivity in the non-MDD group also results in an inflation of zero values. Therefore, we once again used a two-stage model in which we first characterized participants as reactive versus nonreactive to task (based on whether or not they showed task anger greater than baseline anger). A total of 68 participants (39 MDD 1 29 non-MDD) were classified as reactive versus 31 (10 MDD 1 21 non-MDD) nonreactive. A logistic regression model was used to test whether change in RSA between task and baseline predicted any increase in anger, followed by a linear regression model relating change in RSA to change in anger for only those participants who showed a reaction to the task.
RSA change and anger reactivity to task. Including an interaction between MDD and change in RSA did not significantly improve upon an additive model, v 2 (1) 5 0.75, p 5 .39. Participants diagnosed with MDD were nearly three times more likely to show some increase in anger between pre-and posttask assessments, and a 1 SD decrease in RSA over the same interval did not increase the likelihood of increased anger (see Table 3 ).
RSA change and magnitude of anger reactivity (increase) during task. The interaction between MDD and change in RSA was not significant, F ( Summary of simultaneous difference score models. There was no evidence that within-individual change in RSA was a correlate of within-individual change in anger.
Hypothesis 3. Time-lagged covariates: RSA as a predictor of future anger (Table 4 and Figure 4) .
Finally, we consider a model in which RSA is neither a timevarying correlate of between-individual differences in anger, nor a time-varying correlate of within-individual changes in anger, but rather a time-lagged predictor of how individuals will react to and recover from frustration. Specifically, baseline RSA is used to predict subsequent anger reaction and recovery, and task RSA is used to predict subsequent recovery. As in the previous set of models, participants were considered reactive to the task if they reported an increase in anger between pre-and posttask assessments; otherwise, they were considered nonreactive. In addition, we created a metric of anger persistence, which was operationalized as the difference between postrecovery and pretask (baseline) anger for the subset of reactive participants only. (The concept of persistence is nonsensical for those who do not show an anger increase above baseline in the first place.)
As Figure 4 shows, there were even more marked differences in the distributions of anger-persistence scores between MDD and non-MDD groups, with the MDD group showing 34 times as much variance. Specifically, there was very little variance in anger persistence within the non-MDD group, while the MDD group showed a more normal distribution, albeit with two outliers having extremely high anger persistence scores and eight individuals demonstrating a kind of rebound effect with anger scores dropping well below baseline, including one outlier whose anger score dropped more than 30 Note. Hypothesis 2: RSA change is a correlate of anger change. See also Figure 3 . a The Any anger increase following task columns give summary statistics for participants with either no change or a decrease in anger versus an increase in anger, respectively, between baseline and task. The entries under the MDD header form a contingency table giving participant counts. The D RSA row gives the mean and standard deviation of the within-participant difference scores in the logs of high-frequency spectral power (ms 2 ) for the same period (task2baseline) for no-increased anger versus increased anger due to task (main effect of withinindividual RSA change pooling MDD and non-MDD participants). This is followed by OR and 95% CI for the partial effects of MDD and D RSA on the presence versus absence of increased anger as determined by logistic regression. The OR for D RSA reflects a 1 SD difference. b p < .05. points below baseline. Given the extreme inequality of variances and the discontinuities in the MDD distribution, we transformed anger persistence into a binomial classification as follows: participants were considered recovered if their anger scores returned to baseline; otherwise, they were considered persistent. Among the 68 participants classified as reactive, 30 (20 MDD 1 10 non-MDD) were classified as persistent versus 38 (19 MDD 1 19 non-MDD) recovered. Given the absence of meaningful variation in anger persistence within the non-MDD group, we only followed up with linear regressions of anger persistence scores within the MDD group.
Baseline RSA and anger reactivity and recovery.
Presence of anger reactivity. We first tested whether baseline MDD status and RSA could predict a subsequent increase in anger following the frustrating task. Participants diagnosed with MDD were more likely to show an angry reaction to task than non-MDD.
Having a lower baseline RSA also increased the odds of having an angry reaction, regardless of MDD diagnosis (see Table 4 ). Including an interaction between MDD and baseline RSA did not improve model fit, v 2 (1) 5 0.33, p 5 .57, suggesting the effects of MDD and RSA are independent and additive. Presence of anger recovery. For those participants who showed an increase in self-reported anger, we further assessed whether the same baseline variables predicted a return to baseline following recovery. Including an interaction between MDD and Figure 3 . Scatter plots of the lag-1 differences in POMS anger scores (y axis, D Anger) as a function of the simultaneous lag-1 differences in the logs of RSA magnitudes (x axis, D RSA) across groups (rows) and the transitions between experimental conditions (columns). First, we predicted whether participants did or did not show increased anger in reaction to the frustrating task, as indicated by the red circles (reactive) and blue squares (nonreactive), respectively. The red and blue rugs at the top and bottom of each panel simply reiterate and separate the x values (D RSA scores) by reactive versus nonreactive individuals, respectively. These rugs should be used for interpreting the effect of D RSA in the context of the logistic models reported in Table 3 . Second, the nonsignificant regression lines in these plots reflect the subsequent stage and are only fit to the red circles. There was no evidence that within-individual change in RSA was related to within-individual change in anger, regardless of whether anger induction was modeled as a discrete event or as a continuous process. The presence of MDD, on the other hand, predicted both processes: in the left Task-Baseline column with a greater number of red circles in the MDD versus non-MDD group and, comparing only the red circles between rows, a greater increase in anger in the MDD group. The change in anger from task to recovery (right column) is roughly symmetrical to the change in anger from baseline to task (left column). The outlier in the top-right panel (Recovery-Task for MDD) showing a large decrease in anger and a very large simultaneous increase in RSA was excluded from the regression line shown.
baseline RSA did not improve upon an additive model, v Task RSA and anger recovery.
Presence of anger recovery. The prediction of anger recovery by MDD and task RSA was improved by including an interaction term, v 2 (1) 5 4.3, p 5 .04. To interpret this interaction, we created separate models for the effect of task RSA on anger recovery for both MDD and non-MDD groups. For the MDD group, having a higher RSA during the task improved the odds of a subsequent complete recovery to baseline (see Table 4 ). There was a nonsignificant, negative linear relationship between task RSA and the magnitude of anger persistence, b 5 -2.2, 95% CI [24.6, 0.2], p 5 .08. In contrast, a higher task RSA did not improve the odds of a complete recovery for the non-MDD group (see Table 4 ).
Summary of time-lagged-covariate models. There appears to be good evidence for a lagged effect of RSA on anger reaction and persistence, with RSA predicting the next anger self-report (but not the concurrent self-report and not future self-reports when the lag is greater than one). The lagged effect of RSA on anger reaction was independent of MDD, whereas the lagged effect of RSA on anger recovery was only evident in conjunction with MDD. This latter finding, however, requires replication, given that there were only 10 non-MDD participants who showed anger persistence and that the magnitude of their anger persistence was so small. In other words, the absence of a relationship between task RSA and anger recovery within the non-MDD sample may simply indicate the absence of any meaningful variation in anger.
Follow-Up Analyses
Given the finding that baseline RSA predicted subsequent anger reactivity, this raises the possibility that the concurrent effect of task RSA on anger induction found by the first set of models (reported under Hypothesis 1) was simply due to an autoregressive effect in which task RSA predicted task anger by virtue of its correlation with baseline RSA. In other words, does task RSA predict task anger because of variance that is specific to the task, or because of shared variance with baseline RSA? To answer this question, we first regressed task RSA onto baseline RSA, and used the residuals from this regression as a metric of task-specific RSA. We then evaluated baseline RSA versus task-specific RSA as covariates in the prediction of task anger.
Baseline RSA explained exactly half of the variance in task RSA, R 2 5 .50, p < .001. When we entered baseline RSA as a covariate with MDD in the prediction of task anger, it performed almost as well as task RSA did in Model Set 1, OR 5 1.8, 95% CI [0.99, 3.3], p 5 .06. In contrast, task-specific RSA performed somewhat worse, OR 5 1.6, 95% CI [0.87, 2.9], p 5 .14. Moreover, adding task-specific RSA together with baseline RSA in the same model (equivalent to the information provided by the original task RSA measurement) did not lead to a significant improvement in fit over baseline RSA alone, v 2 (1) 5 1.8, p 5 .18. We conclude from this set of findings that the concurrent relationship between task RSA and task anger (Hypothesis 1) is primarily explained by the lagged effect of baseline RSA on anger reactivity (Hypothesis 3).
Discussion
Given recent work highlighting the negative impact of anger on the course of MDD, this study examined the effect of RSA, a proposed biomarker of emotion regulation and psychopathology (Beauchaine et al., 2007; Porges, Doussard-Roosevelt, Portales, & Suess, 1994) , on anger reactivity and persistence in depressed and nondepressed adults. Note. Hypothesis 3: RSA is a predictor of future anger. See also Figure 4 . a The Any anger increase following task columns give summary statistics for participants with either no change or a decrease in anger (No) versus an increase in anger (Yes) between baseline and task. The Return to baseline following recovery columns give summary statistics for only those participants who showed increased anger following task, subdivided by whether or not their anger remained elevated following recovery (No) or returned to baseline (Yes). RSA means and standard deviations are presented for only those RSA measurements that temporally preceded the relevant change in anger: only baseline RSA for Any anger increase following task, and both baseline RSA (pooled across MDD and non-MDD participants) and task RSA (conditioned on MDD status) for Return to baseline following recovery. (Means for task RSA were conditioned on MDD because of evidence of a statistical interaction effect.) This is followed by OR and 95% CI for the partial effects of MDD and prior RSA measurements on subsequent anger reaction and recovery as determined by logistic regression. The RSA means and SDs are reported here in units of power (ms 2 ), but the variables used in the logistic models were log-transformed and standardized, so the ORs for RSA reflect a 1 SD difference in log units. b p < .05.
While MDD predisposed individuals to report more anger overall, consistent with the idea that the presence of anger may be a stable symptom of the disorder, there was also evidence that MDD was associated with a greater anger reaction to the frustrating task, as previously demonstrated (Ellis et al., 2013) . However, MDD alone did not impair recovery from anger, as RSA was observed to play a critical role in anger regulation. Specifically, RSA forecasted future anger, but was unrelated to current anger.
This temporal precedence suggests that RSA may be indicative of a physiological process that has causal agency in regulating Figure 4 . Scatter plots of anger reaction scores (top y axis) and anger persistence scores (bottom y axis) as a function of previous RSA measurements (x axis at log scale) taken from the prior phase of the experiment (e.g., baseline RSA predicting anger reactivity following task, etc.). Anger reaction scores were computed as the difference between baseline and task; anger persistence scores were only computed for those participants who showed increased anger following task and were calculated as the difference between baseline and recovery. In the first stage of modeling, we predicted the presence versus absence of elevated anger relative to baseline as indicated by red circles and blue squares, respectively. The red and blue rugs at the top and bottom of each panel simply reiterate and separate the x values (prior RSA magnitude) into these dichotomous groups. These rugs should be used for interpreting the effect of RSA in the context of the logistic models reported in Table 4 . The regression lines in these plots, none of which were statistically significant, reflect this second stage of modeling. For the anger reaction scores (top), lines of least squares are only fit to the red circles in order to specifically model the magnitude of anger increase, excluding those who showed no anger increase. For the anger persistence scores (bottom), however, the lines of least squares are fit to all data points, given that the (Recovery2Baseline) anger differences for the MDD group showed normal variance around zero (rather than the typical inflation of zero values that characterizes this measurement), reflecting that many MDD participants experienced a "hyperrecovery" with anger levels falling well below baseline. For anger reaction to task, the rightward shift of the bottom blue rugs (relative to the leftward shift of the top red rugs) illustrates the effect reported in Table 4 that a 1 SD decrease in RSA at baseline nearly doubles the odds of a subsequent anger reaction, independent of MDD diagnosis. A similar effect can be seen for anger persistence after recovery but only for the MDD group. Note the extreme lack of variance in anger persistence for the non-MDD group precludes detecting a similar effect for them.
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A.J. Ellis, J. Shumake, and C.G. Beevers anger. That is, across all individuals, low baseline RSA predicted a subsequent anger reaction to the task, and, within depressed individuals, low RSA predicted anger persistence, rather than anger recovery. Importantly, however, this apparent interaction between MDD and RSA in effecting anger repair may be epiphenomenal to the main effect of MDD on anger reaction; that is, a stronger anger reaction sets the stage for a wider range of possible recoveries, and variability in recovery is a prerequisite for testing whether RSA can predict recovery. Thus, the interaction of MDD and RSA in predicting anger recovery likely reflects the abundance of variability in the MDD sample versus the dearth of variability in the recovery trajectories of the non-MDD sample, who might have also shown an effect of task RSA on subsequent anger repair had the task evoked a more variable anger response.
The process through which RSA may influence changes in anger appears to involve transitions between discrete states of anger, given that RSA predicts whether there is a change in anger, but not the magnitude of change. However, this could also reflect measurement imprecision of the POMS instrument, which may not reliably capture meaningful magnitude differences. While use of the POMS was supported by our prior work (Ellis et al., 2010 (Ellis et al., , 2013 , the instrument had two weaknesses. First, as noted in the analysis section, there was a notable floor effect observed in our nondepressed sample, reducing our variance and limiting our ability to confidently describe the effects of low RSA on anger recovery within this group. Second, the POMS assessed anger using a subscale comprised of 12 different adjectives. While these adjectives certainly fit within a broader anger construct (e.g., Curran et al., 1995) and capture the complexity of anger/irritability in the literature (i.e., hostility, annoyance), they do not allow for distinctions to be made between anger and other related, yet distinct, states such as frustration, which is not included in the subscale. Future work should examine alternative methods for assessing anger reactivity and persistence, particularly in healthy samples. This work would also benefit from the use of specific instruments to distinguish irritable, angry, and hostile states.
Despite this limitation, the current study provides additional evidence for the role of resting RSA as a physiological marker of emotion reactivity (Beauchaine, 2001; Beauchaine et al., 2007; Kreibig, 2010; Porges, 2007; Porges, Doussard-Roosevelt, & Maita, 1994) . It is also the first to demonstrate that increased vagal functioning during a frustrating task may contribute to anger recovery in MDD. Combined with work demonstrating that clinically depressed individuals fail to show increased RSA during the resolution of crying (i.e., indicating mood recovery), as compared with nondepressed individuals (Rottenberg et al., 2003) , these results suggest that, in some depressed individuals, the biological mechanisms needed to facilitate recovery from negative emotions, particularly anger, may be compromised.
Consistent with this idea, persistent anger in MDD has been speculated to arise from a distinct biological substrate and has been considered a clinical subtype of the disorder given its low correlation with the other criterion symptoms of MDD (Judd et al., 2013) . Low RSA may represent a viable biomarker to classify these individuals and may be contributing to anger persistence in MDD through attenuation of the inhibitory mechanisms necessary for appropriate physiological self-regulation (Thayer & Lane, 2009 ). This attenuation may be the result of a depletion of limited resources. For example, reductions in RSA observed during increased attentional engagement have been shown to be at the expense of emotional control (Beauchaine et al., 2007; Calkins, Graziano, & Keane, 2007; Porges, DoussardRoosevelt, & Maita, 1994) suggesting that emotion regulation can be impacted by competing regulatory needs. Similarly, depression has also been shown to deplete resources necessary for emotional control, especially for anger (Ellis et al., 2010 (Ellis et al., , 2013 . It may be that the combined effects of MDD and reduced vagal functioning contribute to greater depletion of the regulatory resources needed to repair angry moods. Future work should aim to explore and replicate these findings across multiple levels of analysis (i.e., psychophysiology, imaging, behavior) in order to develop a more comprehensive understanding of anger in depression.
Our results are not consistent with findings indicating that greater sad mood persistence at a 6-month follow-up of depressed individuals was associated with higher baseline RSA or with those indicating that low RSA, relative to baseline, during a sad film predicated symptom recovery, rather than symptom persistence (Rottenberg, Wilhelm, Gross, & Gotlib, 2002) . This discrepancy may be partly explained by differences in the experience of sad versus angry emotions in depression. While depression has been associated with a blunted experience of sadness , it has been associated with a potentiated experience of anger (Ellis et al., 2010 (Ellis et al., , 2013 . These differences suggest that the biological processes, such as RSA, involved in emotional regulation and depression may not be straightforward. In isolation, RSA is a relatively weak indicator of depression, particularly when investigated cross-sectionally (Rottenberg, 2007) . It may be that RSA represents one process contributing to anger repair versus anger persistence in some depressed individuals. These findings highlight the need for additional studies investigating the link between RSA and anger in depression.
The study had several additional limitations. First, a convenient student sample was utilized for the majority of recruitment, which reduces the generalizability of our findings to less educated or older adults; however, participants underwent a thorough psychiatric diagnostic assessment, with the MDD group meeting full criteria for a major depressive episode and having symptom levels in the moderate to severe range. Second, exclusion criteria for depressed individuals were minimal. We only excluded individuals with a history of bipolar disorder or psychosis. While this increases the generalizability of findings given the high levels of comorbidity in adult depression, it reduces the specificity of our findings to MDD. Third, because we were interested in the persistence of anger during a depressive episode, we also did not exclude individuals with previous depression from our control sample. Despite providing information on the impact of RSA on anger reactivity and recovery in current depression, the role of RSA in depression vulnerability or anger persistence in depression-vulnerable individuals remains unclear. Fourth, while our MDD and non-MDD groups did not differ in the proportion of male versus female participants, exploratory analyses within our MDD group suggested that female participants were more likely to show significant fluctuations in anger across the three conditions (baseline, task, recovery) .
3 This is consistent with previous findings showing that women are more likely to present with overt irritability/anger as a feature of their depression (e.g., Judd et al., 2013) . While the current study's sample was 3. To explore gender differences in anger reactivity and persistence in depression, a repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) in the MDD group revealed a significant Condition 3 Time interaction, F(1,48) 5 3.12, p 5 .05. Follow-up analyses revealed that, while men failed to show significant anger change across baseline, task, and recovery (p 5 .12), women did show significant anger change over time (p < .01). It is unclear whether this result is driven by the discrepancy in sample size or truly reflects a gender difference in emotion reactivity and recovery from anger. small, and it remains unclear whether this finding was driven by the discrepancy in sample size between males and females, this result highlights the need for future work examining biomarkers associated with anger to include gender as an important component of the model. Finally, medication information was not available and may have impacted RSA (Kemp et al., 2010) .
Despite these limitations, the use of a frustration provocation to induce anger in depressed individuals expanded previous work that relied heavily on self-report measures of anger and offered limited ability to clarify the biological processes necessary for both regulation and repair of negative moods. These results are the first to suggest that low RSA during frustration may be a psychophysiological process involved in anger maintenance in depression. Low RSA may contribute to sustained illness course by diminishing the repair of angry moods.
